Impact of Your Gift

A gift of $5,000 helps:
• Purchase a year’s worth of supplies for the costume shop, such as seam rippers, muslin for costume mock-ups, thread, zippers, and elastics.

A gift of $3,000 helps:
• Purchase the steel framing and hardware needed to build trap doors and stage lifts for a production, such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

A gift of $1,500 helps:
• Cover the cost of the paint and brushes needed to paint the Neuhaus Theatre for the Alley All New Festival World Premiere of Syncing Ink.
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To learn more, please contact Tim Richey at 713.315.3389 or timr@alleytheatre.org
In appreciation of your generosity, we offer the following benefits:

**CenterStage ($5,000+)**
All Front Row benefits, plus:
- Invitations to all five Hubbard Theatre Opening Night dinners, including valet parking and champagne toast with the cast.
- Invitation to the Alley Board Holiday Party.
- Priority subscription upgrades.

**Front Row ($3,000+)**
All Associate benefits, plus:
- Invitation to the Hubbard Theatre Opening Night dinner for the first production of the season, including valet parking.
- Access to the Connie and Roger Plank Family Greenroom (pre-show and intermission) for all five Hubbard Theatre Subscription performances.
- VIP ticket services provided by Director of Audience Services.
- Waived ticket exchange fees.

**Associate ($1,500+)**
All Patron benefits, plus:
- Access to the Connie and Roger Plank Family Greenroom (pre-show and intermission) for two Hubbard Theatre Subscription performances.
- Invitations to two private Working Rehearsals offering a close-up look at a show’s technical rehearsal process.
- Invitations to two Insider Events providing exclusive access to artistic presentations, actor Q&A’s and looks behind-the-scenes of the Alley Theatre.
- Invitation to **A Christmas Carol** Behind-the-Scenes Party and Stage Tour.
- Recognition in *Playbill*.
- Priority ticket purchases via email alerts.
- Subscription to monthly donor e-newsletter.
Impact of Your Gift

A gift of $1,000 helps:
• Purchase the materials and fabric needed to build and upholster a custom piece of furniture, such as the white sofa in *An Act of God*; or
• Cover the costs needed to construct a scenic element, such as the faux brick hanging wall in *A View from the Bridge*.

A gift of $600 helps:
• Purchase the fabric netting, lace, and natural hair needed to create one handcrafted, custom-made wig; or
• Cover the cost of the materials needed to create fog and haze effects for an entire run of *A Christmas Carol*.

A gift of $300 helps:
• Purchase the mold-making supplies needed to build trick props, such as the breakaway iPhone screens in *Dry Powder*.

A gift of $150 helps:
• Cover the costs of the moving light templates needed for the lighting effects in a production, such as *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*.
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To learn more, please contact Haley Willis at 713.315.5413 or haleyw@alleytheatre.org
In appreciation of your generosity, we offer the following benefits.

**Associate ($1,500+)**
All Patron benefits, plus:
- Invitations to two private Working Rehearsals offering a close-up look at a show’s technical rehearsal process.
- Access to Connie and Roger Plank Family Greenroom (pre-show and intermission) for two Hubbard Theatre Subscription performances.

**Patron ($1,000+)**
All Advocate benefits, plus:
- Invitations to two Insider Events providing exclusive access to artistic presentations, actor Q&A’s and looks behind-the-scenes of the Alley Theatre.

**Advocate ($600+)**
All Insider benefits, plus:
- Recognition in *Playbill*.
- Invitation to one private Working Rehearsal offering a close-up look at a show’s technical rehearsal process.

**Insider ($300+)**
All Friend benefits, plus:
- Invitation to one Insider Event providing exclusive access to artistic presentations, actor Q&A’s and looks behind-the-scenes of the Alley Theatre.
- Priority ticket purchases via email alerts.

**Friend ($150+)**
- Invitation to *A Christmas Carol* Behind-the-Scenes Party and Stage Tour.
- Subscription to monthly donor e-newsletter.

**Tomoko Yamaguchi, Props Carpenter**